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if you have already applied for a new social security number, you must keep the old
one. you will also be able to apply for ss-7 number without having to reapply for a new
ssn if you have not used it for at least the previous ten years. you can apply for ss-7

number online or by mail. the agency recommends using the ssa-704 form to apply for
a new ss-7 number. if you have a current ssn, you must attach it to the ssa-704 form.
you must mail your completed form to: social security administration, p.o. box 0920,
kansas city, mo 64106-0920. the ssa will send your application to the social security
number issuance unit at the ssa-7 area for processing. depending on the volume of

applications, the social security number issuance unit will usually complete processing
of your application within 2-3 weeks. if it takes more than that, you will receive a call
from the social security number issuance unit and will be notified of the processing
delay. if you have not received a call within 4 weeks of submitting your application,

please contact the ssa-7 area. in 1936, only 12years after its inception, ssa created the
social security account number (ssan). it was initially an add-on to the ssn, but as the

ssn became more prevalent in the united states, it began to be used more often. in the
1990s, ssa began to eliminate the need for the ssan, because the ssn could be used as

the sole identification for most purposes. the ssan remained as a unique identifier,
however, for the federal government's use in identifying beneficiaries for the federal
insurance contributions act (fica) tax, the individual's employer's recordkeeping for

payroll taxes, as well as for use by government agencies for social security
administration and government accounting purposes.
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this mistake led to
another problem. an

applicant was not
required to tell the ssn

agency how many
private employers had
issued ssns. thus, the
agency recorded only
the first ssn obtained

for a person, even if the
person had received a
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second or third number
from private employers.

the 9-digit code, the
month of birth, and the
remaining digits were
assigned by order of

the person's birthdate
(see figure 2). the

9-digit ssn code was
assigned in order of
birth, beginning with

the first digit
representing the month
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of birth. the first digit
would be applied to
each month of birth,
regardless of the first
day of the month. for
example, the serial

numbers in the table
would be assigned in
this order: october,

november, december,
january, february,

march, and april. the
second digit
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represented the month
of birth; the third digit

represented the year of
birth; and the last 4

digits represented the
birthdate. thus, the ssn

of a worker born
january7, 1914, would

be 011401. (the
exception to this rule
was a worker's first

birthday, for which the
order was october,
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november, december,
february, january, and
march). on february15,

1936, the board
approved a technical

revision, which changed
the month and year of

birth from 2-digit to
4-digit codes and the

order of the digits from
the first to the last

(mckinley and
frase1970, 322). the
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ssn book was revised
on march1, 1938 (see
figure 2), resulting in a
new scheme that was

used for the remainder
of the ssn project

(mckinley and
frase1970, 328).
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